Abstract: Dual-tone-multiple-frequency (DTMF) 
I. Introduction
Hockey pitch consists of the central rectangular area inside the boundary with measurement 5,027 square meters. The surface of pitch flattening is necessary. Grounds men can be responsible for rolling the pitch manually, before starting a match. I think that with the help of microcontroller if I propose a system where pitch rolling technique can takes place remotely from long range according to user"s demand by using DTMF signaling along with GSM network, it will give a cost effective beneficiary mechanical product in case of hockey pitch preparation. In my proposed work, the roller is controlled by a mobile phone that makes a call to the mobile phone attached to the robot. In the course of a call, if any button is pressed, a tone corresponding to the button pressed is heard at the other end of the call. This tone is called DTMF (dual-tone-multiple-frequency).The roller perceives this DTMF tone with the help of the phone stacked in the roller. The received tone is processed by the microcontroller residing on the Arduino UNO board with the help of DTMF decoder IC (MT8870). The decoder decodes the DTMF tone into its equivalent binary digit and this binary number is sent to the microcontroller. The microcontroller is programmed to take a decision for any given input and outputs its decision to motor drivers in order to drive the motors in forward direction or backward direction or turn. The mobile phone that makes a call to mobile phone stacked in the roller act as a remote. DTMF (Dual tone multi frequency) as the name suggests uses a combination of two sine wave tones to represent a key dialed on a push button or DTMF keypad.
II. My Proposed Work
In this paper i can propose a microcontroller based Mobile phone operated user friendly as well as cost productive hockey ground roller with an effective 360 degree rolling technique operated from long range distance by using DTMF signal controlling GSM technique. In this project work i am concentrating on free movement of ground roller operated from the outside of a Hockey ground without any help of human beings. Here we get a tone from our cell phone by using aux wire to DTMF Decoder IC namely MT8870 which decodes the tone into digital signal of 4bit. b) Control Section: Arduino UNO is used for controlling whole the process of robot. Arduino reads commands sent by DTMF Decoder and compare with define code or pattern. If commands are match arduino sends respective command to driver section. c) Driver section:
Driver section consists motor driver and two DC motors. Motor driver is used for driving motors because arduino does not supply enough voltage and current to motor. So we add a motor driver circuit to get enough voltage and current for motor. By collecting commands from arduino motor driver drive motor according to commands.
II.B. Formation Of Ground Roller -Primary Componenets :
A. 
II.C. Proposed Circuit Diagram:
Here one motor driver is connected to arduino for driving robot. Motor driver"s input pin 2, 7, 10 and 15 is connected at arduino digital pin number 6, 5, 4 and 3 respectively. Here we have used two DC motors to driver robot in which one motor is connected at output pin of motor driver 3 and 6 and another motor is connected at 11 and 14. A 9 volt Battery is also used to power the motor driver for driving motors. A DTMF decoder attached with this circuit and this decoder is plugged into a mobile using an aux wire for receiving command or DTMF Tone. DTMF decoder pin D0-D3 is directly connected with Arduino"s pin number 19,18,17,16. Two 9 Volt batteries are used to power the circuit in which one is used for power the motors, connected at motor driver IC pin number 8. And another battery is connected to power the remaining circuit. Microcontroller based ground roller can run by some commands that are send via mobile phone. I am using DTMF function of mobile phone. Here I am using the mobile phone to show working of project. One is user mobile phone that i will call "remote phone" and second one that are connected with Roller"s circuit using aux wire. This mobile phone i will call "Receiver Phone". First i make a call by using remote phone to receiver phone and then attend the call by manually or automatic answer mode. Now here is how this DTMF controlled ground roller is controlled by cell phone. When i press "2" by remote phone, roller start to moving forward and moving continues forward until next command comes.
STEP-2:
When I press "8" by remote phone, roller change his state and start moving in backward direction until other command comes
STEP-3:
When i press "4", Robot get turn left till next command executed. Stopping robot I pass"5". When i press "6", robot turned to right. 
III. Conclussion
In this proposed work I can successfully generate a technique through which i will take an initiative to remove manual effort of Hockey Grounds man at the time of ground flattering through a roller. This Mobile Phone Operated Dual-tone-multiple-frequency controlled Arduino UNO Microcontroller Based Hockey-ground Rolling Technique reduces manual effort of human beings as well as we can use this technique also in long range communication with the help of DTMF and Mobile GSM network. Even if by pressing mobile key after making a call we can totally control that ground roller from outside the ground.
